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LETTER FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
A ripple effect is described as a "situation in
which, like ripples expanding across the water
when an object is dropped into it, an effect
from an initial state can be followed outwards
incrementally."
Concepts like the ripple effect drive
Worldmind's work in pioneering outdoorbased education in order to link students'
understanding of bio and social diversity, so
they evolve into compassionate, selfactualized members of our local and global
communities.
Worldmind is driving the ripple effect in
outdoor-based education here in Colorado.
During the 2018-2019 school year, our ripples
started to expand and make larger waves.
During the 2018-2019 school year, we
successfully completed the first outdoorbased preschool and kindergarten pilot
program with the State of Colorado.

The success of the pilot has led to a second
full-day pilot and a second location in Golden,
CO, which are both set to begin in August
2019. We will also be working with the State
to help create state wide regulations for
outdoor-based preschool and kindergarten.
We could not have accomplished all that we
did this year without your help. Thank you to
all of our donors, sponsors, families, and
students! Due to the success of our pilot,
outdoor-based education is becoming a reality
for more kids in the State of Colorado. You
were the first. You are the pioneers!

Megan Patterson
MEGAN PATTERSON

Worldmind School, Executive Director

Our

Mission

Worldmind Nature Immersion School reunites children with the natural world.
We create mindful, child-led outdoor experiences which support health, selfregulation, and learning. We intentionally link our students' understanding of
bio and social diversity, so they evolve into compassionate, self-actualized
members of our local and global communities.

Our

Programs

Outdoor-Based Preschool and Kindergarten
Child & Caregiver Forest School
Homeschool Enrichment
Summer Camps

The

Pilot

Program

On August 13, 2018, we launched the first
state supported outdoor-based preschool and
kindergarten pilot program in Colorado.
During this six month pilot, we tracked safety
concerns such as weather, animal encounters,
stranger encounters, bathroom accidents,
illnesses, and injuries. We also tracked
student growth in connectedness to nature,
others, and self through parent surveys.
The successful completion of our pilot resulted in Worldmind conducting a
second full-day outdoor-based preschool and kindergarten pilot program to
begin on August 12, 2019 the addition of a second location, licensing
regulations for outdoor-based preschool and kindergarten across the State of
Colorado, and expansion into an elementary school.

Worldmind
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W E A T H E R

S T A T S

During the course of the school year we tracked the weather every hour.
The graph to the left represents the average temperature each month
captured by our weather data system.
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Due to severe inclement weather, we held class in our emergency shelter
(Denver Museum of Nature and Science) 17 times from October through
May. The times we were in the Museum ranged from an hour during snack
and story to an entire 3 hour class.
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For the full data please see our Daily Weather Report.
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I N C I D E N T

R E P O R T S

During the course of the school year we tracked
animal and stranger encounters. These were only
tracked if students came in direct contact with an
animal or stranger. We also tracked bathroom
accidents, students who got sick during class, and
injuries. The total school year results are shown in
the graph to the right.

Animal Encounters
Stranger Encounters
Weather Related Incidents
Bathroom Accidents
Sick
Serious Injuries
Minor Injuries

For more data please see our Incident Report.
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The pilot program started with 30 students in August, by October all
morning classes were full and our afternoon classes were at 50%. By
February we were at 100% enrollment. Our enrollment percentages
are reflected in the graph to the left.
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Number of times we
used our emergency
shelter due to severe
inclement weather

Serious incidences,
accidents, or injuries

Enrollment by February
2019
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Financial Report
August 2018 - July 2019

Preschool & Kindergarten Revenue
22.8%

Expenses
45.5%
Other Program Revenue
12.7%
Summer Camp Revenue
3.5%
Donations
15.4%

$221,005

Revenue

$185,584

Expense

FUND DEVELOPMENT
During the 2018-2019 school year we held two fundraising events; a
crowdfunding campaign and a fun run. Both events helped us raise $62,844
and other in-kind donations in preparation for the pilot program. We used
these funds to:
hire consultants to help with executive coaching and the creation of a
strategic plan
hire data analysts who helped us create and analyze all of the data
purchase high quality outdoor gear for our staff and students
create a promotional video and new website
professional development for teachers
development of an elementary school

Website Design
12.8%

Promotional Video
9.6%

Consultants
38.4%

Professional Development
10.7%

Marmot Gear for Staff and Students
3%

Data Analysts
25.6%

WHAT OUR FAMILIES SAY
“WNIS is the kind of place you can
leave your child knowing that they will
be empathized with, understood, and
empowered – rare but highly valued
qualities.”

"Our family across ages has been deeply
impacted by WNIS, but the most
interesting has been our youngest. She was
only 4 months old when we began, and
spent much of her first winter bundled up
on my back at school, but once she could
be down there was no stopping her. She
exhibits a level of independence that her
two older sisters took much longer to
come to. She walked sooner, talked sooner,
and is easily content with nothing but the
elements to play with. As a whole. my
children have moved away from the need
for any toys in general, and prefer their
imaginations. I believe we are as a family
much healthier as well. In one of the worst
winter seasons currently, and my kids
barely have a sniffle. Including my baby."

“While our boys attended Worldmind
Nature Immersion School (WNIS), they have
shown significant improvement with their
emotional intelligence, mental and
physical health, and social competenceamong other developmental skills emerged
through WNIS ECE program. We believe
these elements are breakthrough impactsfoundational prerequisites for success in
school, the workplace, and developing
future environmental stewards in our
nature-deficient society. WNIS ECE program
shifts core concepts in early childhood
development that forces us as parents into
rethinking current health and education
policies.”

THANK YOU!

On July 20, 2018 we raised $60,344 during our 24 hour
crowdfunding campaign. This was made possible by the
generous matches of the:
ROSE-MARIE AND JACK R. ANDERSON FOUNDATION
CAÑIZARES ANDERSON FOUNDATION

Thank you for the thoughtful contributions from the
following individuals, and famililies:
Anonymous (2)
Steph and Daniel Asher
Adriana Baca-Byers
David Badias
Buchanan Family
Karen & Burton Calvert
Thomas Calvert
Ted and Liz Carter
Cheever Family
Brittany and Dane Courville
Hiwot Covell
Gina & Greg Crosby
DeCaluwe Family
Meredith DeCaluwe
Claire DeJarnett
Eaton Family
Jamie Eglseder
Ariela & Benito Esquenazi
Nadim A Ferzli
Mindy and Bart Forsyth
Fortunato Family
Penny Friedman
Stacy Grissom
Bethany Grosser
Marques Harris
Hoffman Family

Sarah Howard
Phil James
Zane and Jessie Jobe
Ashley Johnson
Karas Family
Rebecca Kevern
Kinlaw and Littig Family
Kiser Counseling Inc
Brittany Lease
Lennon Family
Katie Linden
Danielle Martin
Kim McCabe
Brook McConnell
Angie Michalik
Chelsea Moran & Family
Jennifer Myers
Patel Family
Lesley and Betty Patterson
David and Katherine
Patterson
Bestsy Perez
Petersen Family
Coleen O'Connell
Aaron Post
Nicole Post-Sprik

Jim & Dorothy Rainey
Rawlings Family
Jim & Dorothy Rainey
Rawlings Family
Karen Reese
Rosenquist Family
Rubin Family
Lisa S Russell
Salos Services
Cathy Shoenfeld
Emily Smith
Ted D Snow
Solanik Family
Sharon Sprik
Elizabeth Stewart
Syre Family
Pete Syre
Anh Tran and Lieu Thach
Thompson Family
Bruce Thompson
Matthew Tripler
Alison Tweedie
Miriam & Hubert Vaizand
Tom and Aaron Welch
Leyla Angelique Yeung
Jacob Zax

On October 6, 2018 we raised $1,500 during our Nature
Fun Run. This was made possible by our spectacular
sponsors:
Denver Museum of Nature and Science
Sound Advice
ANB Bank

Along with considerate in-kind contributions from:
Eldorado Natural Spring Water
Bobo's Oat Bars
Honey Stinger
Bad Daddy's Burger Bar
Earth Treks
Timbuk Toys
Good Times
We greatly appreciate all of the contributions made to Worldmind over
the years. Every single contribution made to the program over the past
4 years has helped us make outdoor-based education a reality for so
many children across Metro Denver and Boulder County and will soon
make it accessible to so many children throughout Colorado. Our pilot
program is already spreading to other states. You helped pioneer
outdoor-based education here in Colorado and now the ripple effects
are spreading!

